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Abstract—This paper investigates the applicability of a4
remote-controlled (RC) helicopter as a sensing platform5
for measuring local wind conditions. A simplified nonlinear6
multibody helicopter dynamics model has been proposed in7
this paper, which models local wind conditions in addition8
to capturing essential helicopter states such as fuselage9
dynamics, rotor inflow, blade flapping, and lead lagging.10
The critical aerodynamic parameters for the model were11
extracted using indoor calibration flights. This paper also12
presents the performance of particle swarm optimization13
in optimizing and validating the helicopter’s dynamic model14
parameters. An in-house developed multisensor instrumen-15
tation system was used to track the helicopter dynamics and16
extract wind model parameters through anomalies in the17
helicopter dynamics estimates. A three-dimensional (3-D)18
map of local wind conditions was generated for a controlled19
turbulent wind environment created in an indoor test facility.20
To validate the system’s performance, wind parameters21
estimated from the proposed system were quantitatively22
compared against the experimentally generated 3-D wind23
map.

Q1

24

Index Terms—Active particle filter (APF), particle swarm25
optimization (PSO), remote controlled (RC) helicopter dy-26
namics, ship air wake, wind turbulence, wind–aircraft27
interaction.28

NOMENCLATURE29

[θ, ϕ, ψ] Pitch, roll, yaw angles of helicopter30

fuselage.31

[u, v, w] Linear velocity of helicopter fuse-32

lage.33

[p, q, r] Angular rates of helicopter fuselage.34

δ0 , (δc , δs), δT Commanded collective main rotor,35

cyclic main rotor, and tail rotor pitch36

angles.37

θ0 , (θc , θs),θT Instantaneous collective main rotor,38

cyclic main rotor, and tail rotor pitch39

angles.40
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[β0, βc , βs ], [ζ0, ζc , ζs ] Collective/cyclic main rotor blade 41

flapping and lead-lag angles. 42

[vx, vy , vz ], [ωx, ωy , ωz ] Instantaneous mean external wind 43

velocity vector and vorticity vector. 44

[λ0, λc ], χ Main rotor influx wind flow field pa- 45

rameters and influx incidence angles. 46

[X, Y, Z], [L, M, N] Aerodynamic forces and moments in 47

helicopter’s frame of reference. 48

Ixx , Iyy , Izz , Ixz Helicopter fuselage moment of iner- 49

tia. 50

MH Helicopter fuselage mass. 51

R, RT Main rotor and tail rotor blade 52

length. 53

Ω, ΩT Main rotor, and tail rotor speed. 54

CT Rotor thrust coefficient. 55

a0 Lift curve slope. 56

g Acceleration due to gravity. 57

γ, γf Main rotor/flybar lock number. 58

(−lT , 0, hT ) Tail rotor coordinates. 59

(0, 0, hR ) Main rotor hub coordinates. 60

(−lH , 0, 0) Horizontal fin coordinates. 61

Kβ , Kζ Equivalent spring stiffness for rotor 62

flapping and lead/lag motion. 63

I. INTRODUCTION 64

W IND turbulence plays a critical role in the operation 65

of vertical takeoff and landing of aircrafts, such as 66

helicopters, aboard naval vessels. Issues such as unsteady ship 67

motion and limited deck area, when combined with the wind 68

turbulence generated by the moving vessels (also known as ship 69

air wakes), make the landing and takeoff of helicopters from 70

naval platforms a very risky task. To mitigate such operational 71

risks, safe “launch and recovery envelopes” are prescribed 72

based on the class of the vessels in consideration [1]. Such 73

safe flight envelopes are often determined with computational 74

fluid dynamics (CFD) models and/or manual flight-testing. 75

Significant research has been conducted to develop high-fidelity 76

CFD models in order to predict the air wakes generated by 77

moving vessels and their interaction with onboard aircraft 78

[2]–[8]. Such models need experimental data for optimization 79

and validation. Although most researchers perform wind tunnel 80

testing to obtain experimental data for CFD model validation, 81

very few researchers have conducted in situ measurements 82

[9]–[11]. The scope of this paper is limited to in situ ship air 83

wake measurement techniques. 84
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Although the use of anemometers has been the most con-85

venient means of air wake measurement [11]–[13], limitations86

such as high costs and extremely low spatial resolution have87

pushed researchers to explore airborne sensors. Mallon et al.88

[14] and Gamagedara et al. [15] have explored the use of89

airborne anemometers mounted on a quadrotor to map ship air90

wakes. This approach does overcome the spatial resolution issue91

with the anemometers, but requires extensive compensation for92

the anemometers’ motion and, most importantly, the method93

is susceptible to the quadrotor’s own rotor wakes. Volumetric94

anemometric sensors such as SoDAR/LiDARs offer dense three-Q2 95

dimensional (3-D) wind measurements over large volumes.96

However, their bulky size and susceptibility to interference from97

nonatmospheric entities, restrict their usage to atmospheric wind98

profiling in the open (unlike ship air wakes that are close to ship99

structures) [16].100

In recent approaches, researchers have attempted to explore101

the use of the dynamics of small unmanned aerial vehicles102

(UAVs) for the characterization of wind turbulence. Gonzalez-103

Rocha et al. in [17] demonstrated the use of a small quadrotor’s104

motion to measure atmospheric winds through kinematic fil-105

tering. Their approach can also be applied to measure ship air106

wakes, but focuses only on the mean flow component of the107

ambient wind flow and ignores the effects of the UAV presence108

on the natural wind field. In addition, the lower value of the109

rotor disk area reduces the sensitivity of the UAV platform to110

wind turbulence. Similarly, Phelps et al. explored the use of the111

dynamics of instrumented fixed wing UAVs for mapping ship air112

wakes [18]. They flew the UAV in the lee of the superstructure113

of a cruising naval vessel and attempted to map ship air wake114

through deviations in the acceleration (from the aerodynamic115

lift/drag) of the aircraft. This approach can map air wakes in116

large volumes; however, the absence of hovering capabilities117

reduces the temporal resolution of the system.118

In contrast to the other existing techniques for measuring ship119

air wakes, the proposed system uses RC helicopters for mapping120

ship air wakes. The hovering capabilities of the helicopter121

combined with its low cost and long operational range make122

it an ideal transducer to determine wind conditions. The large123

rotor disc area along with its low mass makes RC helicopters124

very sensitive to ship air wakes. The use of RC helicopters to125

map ship air wakes was first proposed by Metzger [19]; however,126

the approach ignored pilot-induced helicopter motion [20]. This127

concept was gradually extended by Kumar et al. in multiple128

iterations by modeling the contributions of pilot inputs in the129

helicopter’s dynamics using machine learning [21]–[23]. In a130

recent approach, Kumar et al. modeled the rotational dynamics131

of an RC helicopter using neural networks and demonstrated a132

correlation between the helicopter dynamics and the temporal133

characteristics of a turbulent wind flow [16], [23]. However,134

machine learning is inherently a “black box” type modeling135

technique where the reliability of the output depends on the136

diversity of the training data and the complexity of the network137

topology (model).138

To overcome this limitation, this paper presents a novel139

simplified nonlinear dynamic model-based approach to estimate140

Fig. 1. Coordinate system for the proposed helicopter model.

ambient wind conditions (ship air wakes) using a flying RC he- 141

licopter. Also, the proposed approach overcomes the limitations 142

of kinematic filtering [17], [18] by using a dynamics model 143

based on particle filters. Active particle filters (APFs) have 144

been selected over other traditional estimators such as extended 145

Kalman filters (EKFs) in the proposed approach because of their 146

unique capability of modeling non-Gaussian noise distribution 147

in the system states and observations. With wind turbulence 148

parameters being chaotic in nature, APFs suit well in this 149

estimation problem. 150

The main contribution of this paper is modeling instantaneous 151

aerodynamic interactions of an RC helicopter and using heli- 152

copter dynamics measurements with particle filter to estimate 153

the ambient wind flow field. In contrast to the existing helicopter 154

dynamics studies, which use popular spatially invariant CETI Q3155

model [5], [6] for characterizing wind turbulence, the presented 156

approach analytically estimates the aerodynamics of the RC 157

helicopter in varying wind conditions (represented using local- 158

ized wind flow models). The proposed system’s capability to 159

extract ship air wakes has been tested in an indoor calibration 160

experiment where the helicopter was flown in artificially created 161

wind turbulence. 162

II. HELICOPTER DYNAMICS AND AIR WAKES 163

This section describes the mathematical model used by the 164

proposed system to capture the wind–helicopter interaction in 165

the helicopter dynamics. The test platform being a lightweight 166

RC helicopter permits the use of a simplified nonlinear model 167

for its dynamics assuming the rotor blades and fuselage as rigid 168

bodies. To simplify the modeling process, linear incompress- 169

ible aerodynamics along with helicopter symmetry, a constant 170

helicopter mass/inertia matrix, and rigid blades were assumed. 171

Additionally, the Pitt–Peters linear static inflow model [24], 172

(based on axial flow momentum theory) has been used to 173

model helicopter-induced wind inflow. It has been assumed 174

that the net wind field experienced by the helicopter body 175

is an algebraic sum of the external wind flow field (air wakes) 176

and the helicopter-induced inflow field. Also, because of near- 177

hover/slow descent modes of operation, it has been assumed that 178

the rotor wakes do not recirculate and affect the rotor inflow. 179

Fig. 1 shows the frame of reference assignment on the helicopter 180

for the purpose of dynamic modeling. 181
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Fig. 2. Helicopter dynamics models and subsystems.

A. Nonlinear Helicopter Flight Dynamics Model182

The proposed helicopter model incorporates critical dynamics183

components such as a two-blade articulated rotor, fuselage, fly-184

bar stabilizer, and tail rotor. The helicopter’s nonlinear dynamics185

can be expressed as (1) shown at the bottom of this page, where186

x is the dynamics state vector, w is the local wind condition187

parameters, and u is the pilot input vector. Here, B represents188

the set of the helicopter body (fuselage) states consisting of189

translational velocity vH (u, v, w), roll-pitch-yaw attitude angle190

states (θ, ϕ, ψ) relative to the inertial northeast-Down frame of191

reference, and angular rates ωH along the roll-pitch-yaw axes (p,192

q, r). The sets F, L, I, and P represent dynamic states involving193

flapping angles, rotor lead-lag angles, stabilizer (flybar) seesaw194

flapping angles, and static rotor inflow field [24] and rotor195

blades pitch angles, respectively. The subscripts “0,” “c,” and “s”196

represent collective and two cyclic components of the various197

quantities when represented in a multiblade coordinate system198

[6], [25]. The pilot input u consists of collective (δ0), two cyclic199

(δc , δs) and tail (δT ) rotor blade pitch angles [26].200

Helicopters, being highly complex systems, feature nonlinear201

dynamics obtained from multiple interdependent subsystems202

(Fig. 2). The fuselage of an RC helicopter, being small and203

lightweight, can be treated as a single rigid body to which204

general rules of rigid body dynamics apply. Equation (2) shown205

at the bottom of this page, shows the interdependence of206

fuselage states and the role of net external forces {X, Y, Z} and207

moments {L, M, N} acting along the helicopter’s orthogonal208

axes (Fig. 1). Here, MH , I{xx,yy ,zz ,xz}, and g represent the209

mass, the components of the inertia matrix of the helicopter,210

and acceleration due to gravity, respectively. This paper models211

instantaneous local wind flow wr at any general point location212

r relative to the main rotor hub in the helicopter’s frame of213

reference using a six-parameter linear model as [23], [27] 214

wr = ω × r + v
∣
∣
∣ω = [ωx ωy ωz ]

T ,v = [vx vy vz ]
T . (3)

Here× represent a vector cross product, and ω and v represent 215

sets (vectors) of the wind vorticities and mean flow along the 216

three axes of the helicopter’s frame of reference. Helicopters 217

generate control forces and moments through a collective inter- 218

action of wind with its various body parts. The net helicopter 219

forces and moments can be categorized on the basis of the part 220

involved in the interaction with the wind: 221

F = F mr + F T + F f + F e =
[
X Y Z

]T

M = Mmr + MT + M f + M e =
[
L M N

]T
. (4)

Here F and M represent force and moment vectors and the 222

subscripts mr, tr, f, and e represent “main rotor,” “tail rotor,” 223

“fuselage,” and “empennage,” respectively. Fig. 2 shows differ- 224

ent constituent subsystems of the proposed helicopter dynamics 225

model. Each of these helicopter dynamics components, which 226

depend on both local wind conditions and pilot inputs, has 227

been individually discussed in the subsequent subsections of 228

this paper. 229

B. Main Rotor Dynamics 230

Out of all the control components, the effect of external 231

wind conditions is most prominent in the main rotor dynamics. 232

The wind relative to the main rotor consists of components 233

arising from both helicopter motions (including rotor inflow) 234

and external wind flow (air wake). The internally generated 235

perpendicular (ŪPH) and tangential (ŪTH) components of the 236

wind relative to the rotor blades at a normalized radial distance 237

r̄b on the rotor position ψb can be computed as: 238
[
ŪPH
ŪTH

]

=
[−λ0 −Rr̄bβ

′ +Rr̄bp sinψb + (Rr̄bq − λc) cosψb
Rr̄bΩ +Rr̄bζ

′

]

× 1
RΩ

(5)

where β’ and ζ’ are the partial derivatives of the rotor flapping 239

angle β and lead-lag angle ζ, respectively, relative to the rotor 240

azimuth position ψb and {λ0, λc}, which represent parameters 241

of the linear static inflow model. The effect of the yaw rate (r) of 242

the helicopter has been ignored in the ŪTH term since r << Ω. 243

Similarly, using the linear model (3) the perpendicular (ŪPW ) 244

and tangential (ŪTW ) components of the external wind flow 245

f(x, ẋ,w,u) = 0
∣
∣
{

x ∈ R30 ,w ∈ R6 ,u ∈ R4} ; x = [B F L I P ]T , u = [δ0δcδsδT ]T , w = [vx vy vz ωx ωy ωz ]
T

B =[u v w θ ϕ ψ p q r]T , F =
[

β0 β̇0 βc β̇c βs β̇s

]T

, L =
[

ζ0 ζ̇0 ζc ζ̇c ζs ζ̇s

]T

, I =[λ0 λc χ]T , P =
[

θ0 θc θ̇c θs θ̇s θT

]T

(1)

u̇ = X/MH − (wq − vr) − g sin θ
v̇ = Y/MH − (ur − wp) + g cos θ sinϕ
ẇ = Z/MH − (vp− uq) − g cos θ cosϕ

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Ixx ṗ = qr(Iyy − Izz ) + Ixz (ṙ + pq) + L

Iyy q̇ = rp(Izz − Ixx) + Ixz (r2 − p2) +M

Izz ṙ = pq(Ixx − Iyy ) + Ixz (ṗ− qr) +N

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

ϕ̇ = p+ (q sinϕ+ r cosϕ) tan θ
θ̇ = q cosϕ− r sinϕ
ψ̇ = (q sinϕ+ r cosϕ)secθ

(2)
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relative to the rotor hub at a radial distance r̄b and azimuth246

position ψb can be estimated as247

[
ŪPW
ŪTW

]

=
[−vz −Rr̄bωy cosψb −Rr̄bωx sinψb

−vy cosψb + vx sinψb −Rr̄bωz

]
1
RΩ

. (6)

The net forces and moments exerted by the main rotor on248

the helicopter fuselage can be obtained by the integration of249

the aerodynamic lift and drag forces along the blade length.250

Equation (7) shown at the bottom of this page, shows the251

normalized differential lift (FL ) and drag (FD ) forces as a252

function of relative wind and main rotor pitch angle (θb).253

Here, δ, CT , and a0 represent the aerodynamic drag coefficient,254

rotor thrust coefficient, and lift curve slope for the main rotor255

blade, respectively. The aerodynamic coefficients were obtained256

using the NACA0012 airfoil model [28]. The aerodynamic257

interactions of the moving rotor blades with respect to the258

local wind result in periodic in-plane (lead-lag) and out-of-plane259

(flapping) motion of the rotor blades relative to the rotating hub.260

1) Rotor Flapping and Lead-Lag: The vertical component261

of the spatially varying lift and drag forces acting on the262

rotor blades results in “out-of-the-plane” flapping while rotating263

about the rotor hub. For simplified computations, the flapping264

has been modeled using the center-spring equivalent model265

[6], [7], [25] with the solution assumed to be limited to the266

first-order harmonics in the multiblade coordinate system. The267

flapping parameters {β0, βc , βs} can be estimated by solving268

the blade flapping dynamics (8), with aerodynamic damping269

and nonuniform static rotor inflow conditions after higher order270

harmonics are ignored.271

β′′ + λ2
ββ = 2 (p̄ cosψb − q̄ sinψb) +

γ

2

∫ 1

r̄b =0
(FL r̄b) dr̄b ;

λ2
β = 1 +Kβ/

(

IβΩ2
)

; γ = ρca0R
4/Iβ ;

p̄ = p/Ω; q̄ = q/Ω (8)

Here, γ is the lock number of the helicopter (ratio of aero-272

dynamic to inertia forces acting on a rotor blade), ρ is the air273

density, Iβ and Kβ are the moment of inertia and equivalent274

spring stiffness constant of the rotor blades (determined exper-275

imentally), and λβ is the flapping frequency ratio. The flapping276

parameters obtained from (7) are a function of both helicopter277

states and the local wind parameters w.278

Similar to flapping, the rotor lag can also be modeled using279

the center-spring equivalent model. The lead-lag parameters280

{ζ0, ζc , ζs} can be estimated by solving the in-plane dynamics281

of the main rotor blades (9).282

ζ ′′ + λ2
ζ ζ = −1

2
γ

∫ 1

r̄b =0
(FD r̄b) dr̄b ; λ2

ζ =
3
2

(
eζ

1 − eζ

)

. (9)

Here λζ is the lead-lag frequency ratio and eζ is the normal- 283

ized lag hinge offset. Aerodynamic damping arises from the 284

presence of ζ’ term in (5). Due to relatively low values of the 285

flapping angles and their time derivatives, the Coriolis coupling 286

between the flapping and lead-lag motion has been ignored here. 287

2) Main Rotor Forces and Moments: The differential forces 288

acting on the rotor blades can be integrated to estimate the net 289

main rotor forces (F mr) acting on the helicopter’s rotor hub as 290

F mr =
γIβΩ2

2R

Nb∑

i=1

⎡

⎣

FDsψbi + βiFLcψbi
FDcψbi − βiFLsψbi

FL

⎤

⎦;

⎧

⎨

⎩

FL = − ∫ 1
r̄b =0 ULdr̄b

FD = − ∫ 1
r̄b =0 UDdr̄b

. (10)

Here s and c represent trigonometric sine and cosine func- 291

tions, subscript i represents quantities corresponding to the ith 292

main rotor blade, andNb represents the number of the blades in 293

the rotor. Similar to the process of the flap and lag estimation, the 294

integrals FL and FD are simplified by ignoring the third-order 295

and higher order harmonics. The main rotor moments (Mmr) 296

can be obtained from center-spring equivalent flapping and lag 297

estimates and main rotor forces as shown below [25]. 298

Mmr = −Nb

2

[
Kββs Kββc Kζ ζ

]T +
[

0 0 −hR
]T × F mr

(11)
299

Here hR is the location of the rotor hub in the helicopter’s 300

frame of reference and × represents 3-D vector cross product. 301

Both F mr and Mmr together form the most critical component 302

of the helicopter dynamics estimates (4). 303

C. Tail Rotor Dynamics 304

The tail rotor blades of an RC helicopter, being smaller 305

than the main rotor blades, do not produce sufficient thrust to 306

generate significant modes in the blades or induce inflow. In such 307

conditions, the external wind flow can be assumed uniform over 308

the tail rotor disk area. Equation (12) shown at the bottom of the 309

next page, shows the expression of the force F T and moment 310

MT produced by the tail rotor (located at position vector rT ) in 311

the helicopter’s frame of reference. Here, subscript T indicates 312

quantitates related to the tail rotor and the variables ρ, RT , ΩT , 313

cT , and a0T represent the air density, rotor length, rotor speed, 314

rotor blade chord length, and lift curve slope, respectively. 315

D. Fuselage/Empennage Dynamics 316

The fuselage of the helicopter primarily contributes to the 317

helicopter dynamics in the form of aerodynamic drag forces. 318

FL = Ū 2
T θb + ŪT ŪP and FD = Ū 2

P + ŪT ŪP θb − δŪ 2
T /a0

where, ŪT = ŪTH + ŪTW , ŪP = ŪPH + ŪPW , δ = δ0 + δ2C
2
T

⇒

⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

FL ≈ (Ū 2
TH + 2ŪTH ŪTW )θb + ŪTH ŪPH

+ ŪTH ŪPW + ŪPH ŪTW

FD ≈ (ŪTH ŪPH + ŪTH ŪPW + ŪPH ŪTW )θb
− δ(Ū 2

TH + 2ŪTH ŪTW )/a0

(7)
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Fig. 3. Helicopter’s equivalent shape and aerodynamic drag surfaces.

The drag forces can be computed by modeling the shape of319

the helicopter fuselage as a tri-axial ellipsoid (with axial lengths320

48 cm × 37 cm × 19 cm). In a study conducted by J. A. DeMoss321

[29], aerodynamics drag coefficients of an ellipsoidal body were322

experimentally measured. As the helicopter’s shape closely323

resembles an ellipsoid, the drag coefficients of the ellipsoid324

can be used for the helicopter’s fuselage computation. Fig. 3325

shows the equivalent shape and drag surfaces of the helicopter326

fuselage. Here, the three adjacent ellipses represent the face327

cross-sections (FX ,FY , and FZ ) of the fuselage. The drag force328

(F f ) experienced by the fuselage can be estimated as follows,329

where the terms CX , CY , and CZ represent equivalent drag330

coefficients for winds flowing in the three axes of the helicopter.331

F f =
ρ

6

⎡

⎣

CX (u+ vx)
2

CY (v + vy )
2

CZ (w + vz − vd)
2

⎤

⎦ ;

⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

CX = CDLL
2
x + CDFFx + CDWWx

CY = CDLL
2
y + CDFFy + CDWWy

CZ = CDLL
2
z + CDFFz + CDWWz

vd = λ0 +
√

T/(2ρAd)

(13)

332

Here, the terms CDL , CDF , and CDW represent drag coeffi-333

cients for and corresponding to the ellipsoid length (L), face334

cross-section area (F), and wetting area (W) relative to the335

incident wind gust. As the shape of the helicopter is symmetric336

about the center, the moments arising from the unbalanced337

fuselage drag (M f ) can be ignored.338

In addition to the fuselage, the empennage (vertical and339

horizontal stabilizer fins) also causes significant drag forces on340

the helicopter (Fig. 3). The RC helicopter used in the presented341

study, has one horizontal fin on the tail boom and one vertical342

fin besides the tail rotor. The net force and moments acting on343

the helicopter due to the drag forces on the stabilizer fins are344

computed as345

F e =
ρ

2

⎡

⎢
⎣

0

CVF(v + vy − rlT +
√

FT /(2ρAdt))
2

CHF(λ0 +
√

T/(2ρAd) + w + vz + qlH )
2

⎤

⎥
⎦

M e =
[

0 Fe3lH −Fe2lT
]T

(14)

Fig. 4. Hardware setup for the proposed system.

346

Here, CHF and CVW represent the vane drag coefficients 347

for the horizontal and the vertical fins, respectively (obtained 348

using CFD studies done in Comsol software package), andAdT 349

represents the tail rotor disk area of the helicopter. 350

E. Stabilizer/Flybar Dynamics 351

RC helicopters are often equipped with a flybar assembly to 352

improve the stability of the UAV. Flybar dynamics are necessary 353

for modeling the helicopter’s dynamics, as the actual cyclic main 354

rotor pitch angles depend on the seesaw flapping angle of the 355

flybar. Adapting the stabilizing bar model presented in [26], 356

the main rotor blade pitch angles can be estimated as shown in 357

(15) at the bottom of the next page. The terms Ω, μ, μz , and λ 358

represent rotor speed, forward advance ratio, axial advance ratio, 359

and main rotor inflow, respectively. The independent variables 360

γf , η2 , c1 , and c2 represent flybar blade lock number, thrust 361

scaling factor, and fractional contribution of the swashplate and 362

flybar tilting in the main rotor blade pitch angles, respectively. 363

The rotor blade pitch angles obtained by solving (15) can be 364

fed into the helicopter forces/moment model (4) to estimate the 365

pilot-induced dynamics. 366

The above described the force/moment components (which 367

depend on both pilot inputs and ambient wind conditions) that 368

collectively govern the helicopter’s fuselage dynamics (2) and 369

can be compared against the helicopter’s IMU measurements to Q4370

estimate wind conditions. 371

III. TELEMETRY SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 372

The telemetry system hardware comprises two independent 373

instrumentation subsystems called the rover module (retrofitted 374

on an Align T-Rex 600E RC helicopter) and the base module 375

[23]. Fig. 4 shows the hardware setup of the proposed telemetry 376

F T =
[

0 −YT 0
]T

MT = rT × F T
⇒
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(
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(
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)
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2
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)∣
∣
∣
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∣
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,ΩT = NT Ω
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Fig. 5. Electrical Schematics of (a) rover module, (b) base module.

system. The proposed telemetry system is supplemented by a377

custom-made linear optical sensor arrays (LOSA) motion track-378

ing system [30], [31] for obtaining (millimeter level) accurate379

position and attitude estimates relative to the wind source at an380

update rate of >300 Hz.381

Fig. 5 shows the electrical schematic diagram of both the rover382

and base modules. The base module is equipped with an RC383

receiver (similar to the one used for controlling the helicopter)384

to record the pilot inputs. The rover module uses VN200 INS385

as the primary inertial sensor and includes a rotor tracking386

subsystem to measure the main rotor speed during flight.387

The main rotor tracker (attached to the helicopter fuselage)388

beams high-frequency IR light pulses upwards (at moving rotor389

blades) and detects IR reflections from the rotor blades using390

TSMP6000 IR sensor module. The subsystem then measures391

the time interval between the two consecutive reflections to392

estimate the rotor speed. The rover module also measures393

the pulsewidth modulation commands from the heading sta-394

bilization system to the helicopter’s tail actuator and relays395

them to the base module along with the rest of the telemetry396

data.397

The experimental setup (shown in Fig. 6) primarily comprises398

two large opposing (24-inch diameter) wind circulation fans399

(with adjustable speeds), separated at a fixed distance and at400

different heights and a T-Rex600E RC helicopter with a rover401

module and LOSA tracker retrofitted on it. The host PC receives402

and records the time-stamped helicopter dynamics, position403

estimates, and pilot input data from the rover module, the base404

module, and the LOSA tracking system, respectively, for post405

processing.406

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for the presented study.

IV. MODEL PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION 407

As described in (1), (2), and (4), the RC helicopter dynamics 408

model depends on nearly 37 different parameters in addition to 409

the wind conditions and pilot inputs. These model parameters 410

(as shown in Table I) were obtained from different sources 411

with different accuracy/confidence levels. In order to obtain an 412

accurate dynamics model, the system model parameters were 413

optimized using flight data collected in a large indoor facility 414

(Fig. 6) in still air conditions (wind circulation fans switched 415

off). To collect the calibration data, the helicopter was flown 416

at an altitude of more than two rotor diameters (∼2.5 m), to 417

eliminate any rotor-ground effect. Furthermore, a variety of 418

high dynamics maneuvers and oscillatory tilting motions (at 419

varying frequency) were performed to create a versatile dataset 420

of pilot input combinations, along with other state variables 421

and dynamics measurements. The helicopter model presented 422

in the previous section can be used to estimate translational and 423

rotational acceleration of the given RC helicopter. These ac- 424

celeration estimates can be compared against IMU acceleration 425

measurements for the assessment of the model parameters. This 426

study explores Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm 427

for optimizing the helicopter model parameters. 428

A. Particle Swarm Optimization 429

PSO is essentially a nongradient stochastic sampling based on 430

multidimensional global optimization algorithm, mimicking the 431

swarm intelligence of bird flocks [32]. Each particle involved in 432

the PSO is defined by a vector in the multidimensional search 433

space with random initialization and can be used to individually 434

compute helicopter dynamics in the form of translational and 435

angular acceleration (including gravity, as measured by the 436

[
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TABLE I
HELICOPTER MODEL INITIAL AND FINAL VARIABLES/PARAMETERS

∗Direct measurement/constant. †From cited studies. ‡From CAD/CFD models.

accelerometer) in the helicopter’s local frame of reference.

Q5

437

During the optimization process, all particles keep track of their438

individual best performance and the global best performance439

(among all particles). All particles update their current value440

by comparing against their individual and global best particles.441

To update any ith particle (X i) in the swarm, the velocity (V i)442

estimates in the kth iteration can be estimated from the individual443

particle’s best performance (X ib) and the global best particle444

(Xgb), respectively, as445

X i
k = X i

k−1 + V i
k

V i
N = mV i

k−1 + C1r1(X i
ib − X i

k−1) + C2r2(Xgb − X i
k−1).
(16)

Here, m (0.1) is the inertia coefficient, C1 , C2 (each 0.2) are446

exploitation coefficients, and r1 , r2 are exploration coefficients447

(random numbers generated between 0 and 1). To optimize448

the model parameters, a swarm of 2000 randomly initialized449

particles was deployed with each particle dimension limited to450

the bounds determined by an uncertainty in their initial values,451

which depends on the data source reliability. These uncertainty452

bounds were determined through empirical observations during453

multiple trials with PSO training. Uncertainty bound for any454

variable was increased appropriately whenever the PSO failed455

to converge while hitting that variable’s bounding limit. Table I456

shows the final values of the variable along with uncertainties457

in their initial values. Kβ showed maximum deviation from its458

expected initial value, which comes from the face that the rotor459

blades on the helicopter are not fully articulated but hinged.460

Fig. 7 shows the flow diagram of the PSO algorithm while461

focusing on a single particle. The green ellipses represent par-462

ticles (37-dimentional vector) and the orange ellipses represent463

the norm of error in acceleration estimation (scalar value). As464

some parameters of the helicopter model were known with465

absolute certainty (constants/experimentally measured), particle466

velocity corresponding to such parameters were ignored and set467

to zero. Despite having constant values, these parameters were468

modeled as variables (with zero uncertainty) for ease in software469

architecture development and compatibility with different types470

Fig. 7. Operations flowchart of the PSO algorithm.

of helicopters. The global best particle represents the output of 471

the PSO algorithm at any point in time. 472

B. Optimization Results 473

Fig. 8 shows the PSO performance results on a calibration 474

flight of ∼62 000 samples (in external wind free environment) 475

over 500 iterations. Fig. 8(a) shows an asymptotic decrease in 476

the norm of the modeling error of the helicopter acceleration 477

(translational and rotational combined) with process iterations 478

with an rms estimation error value of 0.848 (units ignored). 479

Fig. 8(b) shows the error distribution in the form of an error 480

histogram (log scale) for the prediction of all the six acceleration 481

channels. Fig. 8(c) shows acceleration estimates obtained from 482

the optimized models plotted against the IMU measurements 483

along with pilot inputs. A very good fit was observed between 484

the estimated and measured accelerations (both translational 485

and rotational) with the PSO-optimized model. PSO is often 486

expected to outperform gradient descent (GD) based optimiza- 487

tion methods that are prone to premature convergence at local 488

minima. GD-based methods are also very sensitive to the initial 489

parameter vector (position), unlike PSO, which simultaneously 490
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Fig. 8. Particle swarm optimization results. (a) Modeling error pro-
gression. (b) Model error distribution. (c) Model output along with pilot
inputs (u).

search at multiple positions. Thus, to obtain reliable wind491

estimates, a globally optimized dynamics model parameters492

obtained from the PSO have been used for the subsequent493

studies.494

V. WIND ESTIMATION AND RESULTS495

To test the capability of the proposed system in wind esti-496

mation, the helicopter was flown in a controlled environment497

with known wind conditions (Fig. 6). Turbulent wind flow field498

was generated by the two opposing wind circulation fans. The499

wind flow pattern was measured using the setup presented in500

[23], [27] using a three-axis Young Ultrasonic Anemometer501

(Model 81000) [33] mounted on a pole with an adjustable502

height (Fig. 9(a)). The LOSA motion tracking system [30] was503

used to localize wind measurements and map the wind field504

in the global (wind source) frame of reference. Attitude and505

velocity estimates from the motion tracker were further used506

to compensate for the motion of the anemometer in the wind507

measurements. As discussed in [23], the wind measurements508

were taken at (∼130) different locations and for at least 10 s of509

duration. Fig. 9(b) and (c) shows the direction and magnitude510

mean (steady-state) wind flow field using matrices of 3-D arrows511

(interpolated at a grid of size 5 cm) obtained by using the setup512

shown in Fig. 9(a). Fig. 9(b) shows the 3-D spatial distributions513

of the steady-state wind speed. As shown in the figure, the514

steady-state wind speed reaches up to 4 m/s. Similarly, Fig. 9(c)515

shows the spatial distribution of the turbulence (with root mean516

square value reaching up to 2.1 m/s) in the artificiality generated517

flow field. To characterize the wind flow for further analysis,518

the six-parameter linear model w ((3)) was fitted on the local519

steady-state wind flow field in a volume of 1.3 m × 1.3 m ×520

Fig. 9. Wind mapping experiment. (a) Experiment setup. (b) Steady-
state wind map. (c) Wind turbulence map.

0.6 m (equivalent to the helicopter’s size) using the least squares 521

method. As the wind parameters were computed on the basis of 522

the steady-state component of the wind flow, the turbulence in 523

the flow acts as a modeling noise in the wind parameters. This 524

paper proposes to use APFs for the estimation of instantaneous 525

wind flow field characterized by w. 526

A. Active Particle Filters 527

APFs are model-based tracking algorithms that use sequen- 528

tial Monte Carlo simulation for representation of probability 529

densities [34]–[36]. APF is a type of recursive filter that uses 530

simulated samples in the search state space (particles) with 531

associated weights to represent the probability distribution of 532

the random variable. The system is solved for each particle to 533

obtain its fitness value (weighting coefficient). Let χ be a set 534

of N weighted samples, then for each iteration the probability 535

distribution function (pdf) of random variable x can be estimated 536

as. 537

x̄ = E(χ) =
∑

j

xj p(xj ) where χ = {xj , wj}j=1..N

wj = exp
(

− 1
σ
‖z − ẑ‖

)

and p(x) =
∑

j

wj .δxj
(x). (17)

where δ is the Delta-Dirac function for sample xj 538

Here wj represents the fitness value (weighting coefficient) 539

of the jth particle computed from the measured states (z) and 540

expected values of the measured states (ẑ, using the system 541

model) with σ being an error sensitivity factor. The expected 542

value to the random state variable (x̄) is estimated from the 543

expected value of particles of the value of the pdf p(x). After each 544
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iteration, the particles are updated using p(x) through Monte-545

Carlo regularization method.546

B. Wind Estimation Using APF547

APFs are an ideal estimation tool for nonlinear systems with-548

out requiring prior knowledge of the states to be estimated. Since549

the turbulent wind flow is a highly stochastic quantity to model550

statistically, the proposed system uses APFs for the estimation551

of wind characterization parameters (w). To estimate the wind552

conditions, an APF with a population of 2000 (six-dimensional)553

particles was randomly initialized to thoroughly scan the search554

space. Each dimension of the particle was normalized to a555

value between 0 and 1 based on the extreme values of the556

wind parameters measured experimentally. For each particle,557

the linear {ax, ay , az} and rotational {ṗ, q̇, ṙ} accelerations558

were estimated using the pilot inputs and state measurements559

and wind condition (from the concerned particles) with the560

helicopter’s model presented in Section II. The estimated ac-561

celerations (ẑ) are compared against the acceleration measured562

using the IMU (z) to identify the “well-performing” particle and563

estimate the wind condition parameters from the expected value564

of p(x) over populations (17). For the subsequent iterations, the565

“fittest” particles are the randomly selected particles using the566

roulette wheel method. This process continues recursively for567

all input samples.568

C. Results and Discussions569

The 6-D wind parameters obtained using the APFs are es-570

sentially the result of the dynamics assessment of the helicopter571

and hence are represented in the helicopter’s local frame of572

reference. To obtain external wind flow parameters, the wind573

parameters were converted from the local frame to the inertial574

frame of reference using the attitude estimates obtained from575

the LOSA tracker. Fig. 10 shows the mean wind flow field in the576

form of 3-D slice plots of the velocity components {vx, vy , vz}577

obtained from the proposed system and the wind map generated578

using anemometer measurements. For each subplot, the velocity579

data are plotted on six planes (namely A-F, representing Y =580

{2.2, 2.6, 3.0, 3.4, 3.8, 4.2}) in XZ planes. Similar to the mean581

velocity field, Fig. 11 shows the wind vorticity {ωx, ωy , ωz}582

distribution obtained from the proposed system and anemometer583

generated map. A good correlation is visible in the vx , vy , ωx ,584

ωy , and ωz distributions obtained from the proposed system and585

anemometer maps.586

For more quantitative analysis, the estimated mean velocity587

and vorticity distributions were compared against steady-state588

anemometer readings. There are three main reasons behind589

this behavior. First, in the present study, it was assumed that590

the rotor wakes are negligible in the inflow modeling (vis-591

ible in vz distribution). Second, unlike the anemometer, the592

helicopter was not stationary during experiments. Therefore,593

the interpolation process captured the turbulence transients in594

the dynamics, making the estimates discontinuous. Third, the595

reference wind parameters were obtained from the steady-state596

component of the wind flow field (measured using anemometer)597

and ignored the temporally varying turbulence factor. Fig. 12598

Fig. 10. Mean wind flow map using (a) proposed system,
(b) anemometer.

Fig. 11. Vorticity map using (a) proposed system, (b) anemometer.

Fig. 12. Estimation error distribution. (a) Mean flow. (b) Flow vorticity.
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shows histogram plots of the error distribution of the wind599

parameter estimates. Also, a significant variation in the error600

distribution was observed in the histogram plots. Mean er-601

ror values for the mean-flow estimates were estimated to be602

{0.0372, −0.1091, 0.1188} m/s along X, Y, and Z axes of the603

experimental setup’s coordinate system. Similarly, the mean604

error for the vorticity estimates was estimated to be {0.1498,605

0.0282, −0.0072} per second. As the helicopter responds to the606

instantaneous wind conditions, and the turbulence is captured to607

be maximum in vy and ωx , the estimation errors are maximum608

in these parameters as well. However, these effects would609

be less prominent in open areas such as a ship flight deck.610

Not only is the predominant vortex shedding frequency of611

the air wake (0.544 Hz) better suited for the RC helicopter612

to respond to [16], lesser chances of rotor wakes and avail-613

ability of free space for the helicopter to hover would allow614

for better separation of the turbulent and steady-state wind615

parameters.616

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK617

The paper demonstrated the use of novel dynamic modeling of618

an RC helicopter (with 30 states) for the estimation of ambient619

wind conditions (described by six parameters). In contrast to620

existing helicopter dynamic models, which only use single621

directional steady-state ambient vector, the proposed modeling622

technique models spatial variation in the ambient wind condition623

by incorporating local wind vorticity. Being able to estimate624

instantaneous wind parameters, the proposed system offers a625

safe and low-cost platform for the testing of control strategies for626

autonomous operations of helicopters in turbulent environments627

for both military and civilian applications.628

Despite excellent modeling results during the model op-629

timization procedure, some discontinuities were observed in630

the estimated wind patterns primarily because of rotor wakes631

and the exclusion of turbulent quantities are the estimations of632

the ground-truth wind map. The system could have performed633

better in larger test facilities (with controlled wind) enabling634

the helicopter to hover safely for longer durations. This could635

have enabled extraction and validation of the turbulent and636

steady-state wind parameters separately. In future work, ap-637

proximate analytical rotor wake models will be explored along638

with including power plant and actuator models to provide a639

better characterization of the wind condition and helicopter640

dynamics. Furthermore, air wake model-based control strategiesQ6 641

will also be explored for wind mapping using helicopters and642

an autonomous process.643
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